Visual evoked cortical potentials from transient dark and bright stimuli. Selective 'on' and 'off-pathway' testing?
The superior hemifields of five normal left eyes were stimulated by novel equal and opposite contrast pattern onset stimuli which were generated on a cathode ray tube. Patterns consisted of 144 discs, each subtending 60 min arc at the viewing distance of 40 cm and were separated by a distance equal to their diameter. Equal and opposite light changes were created by presenting the disc patterns with different luminance values on a uniform constant background (20 cd/m2). Transient visual evoked cortical potentials to the appearance and disappearance of the patterns were recorded separately and analysed. Significant amplitude differences between the responses to bright and dark stimuli were observed with light increment responses being 36-53% larger than the light decrement responses for pattern on-set and 54-80% larger for pattern off-set respectively. This finding is attributed to the difference in the input to the ON and OFF Parallel Pathways which are known to carry light increment and decrement information respectively, as well as differences in the metabolic and discharge rates of these pathways.